If Proposition.
IMMERSIONS OF HIGHLY CONNECTED MANIFOLDS
for 0 < 2fc < n -2.
A bijection I[Mn <h R2"-fc] -► \Sn <H R2n-fc] can be obtained as follows: Any immersion g: Mn <¥+ R2n~k is regularly homotopic to an immersion g with g\M\U an embedding, where U is a suitable coordinate neighborhood of the basepoint. Set I{[g]) = the immersion of Sn determined by g\U. That / is a bijection follows from [2, 3] , This paper gives a simple, direct geometric construction of the map g.
Proposition.
Mn a compact, closed, k-connected manifold. 7/0 < 2fc < n -2, there is a bijection
Remark.
The correspondence [Sn <H R2n~fc] -► Yln(yn(R2n~k)) is a classical result of S. Smale [7] . Immersions of spheres are classified by their double points [4, 6] ; this result extends this double point classification to highly connected manifolds.
For the proof, we first recall some well-known facts. By [2] a fc-connected compact closed manifold Mn can be embedded in R2n_fc if 2fc < n -2. Moreover, two embeddings are regularly homotopic on M\{xo}-These results, together with [7] , permit the construction of a group action Claim, (i) I is well defined, (ii) / is bijective.
(i) Let /, g represent a class in [Mn <¥+ R2n_fc]. Proceeding as above we can regularly homotope / and g to an embedding outside a suitably chosen coordinate neighborhood of the basepoint of M. By [2] we may assume f \ M\U = g\ M\U and a regular homotopy from f to g may be assumed to be an isotopy on M\U. A regular homotopy from / to g is therefore given by a regular homotopy rel dU from / | U to g \ U. Applying the above gluing construction, one obtains a regular homotopy from / to g.
(ii) Let j: Mn ^ R2n_fc be an embedding. An inverse J to 7 is given by J(<p) = f<p#j> where fp: Sn <H R2"-fc is an immersion with Smale invariant ip.
